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One of the most fundamental ideas
in modern evolutiona ry biology is that
Ihe ph),sica i structures of li ving organisms can change fro m one kind into
another th rough a series of small
modifications, witho m departing fro m
[he realm of potentially useful form s.
For example, the foreleg of a lizard
can, accord ing to this principle, be
gradually transformed into the wing of
a bird, and the lizard's scales can be
gradua ll y converted into feathers_ In
the course of this transformation, each
successive siage is required \0 serve a
useful funct ion for the organism in
some possible environment. Thus each
intermediate fO fm between leg and
wing must be able to act as a serviceable limb under some appropriate ci rcumst ances.
The Darwinian theory of evolution is
based on the hypothesis that, wi tho ut
exception, all the organisms in the
world today came abou t by transformations of this kind , starting wit h
so me primiti ve ancestral form. I f such
tra nsforma tio ns arc al ways possible,
then the problem of evolut iona ry
theory is to determine what events in
nature might cause them to actually
take pbce. However, if there ex ist a ny
significant st ructures in living organisms that cannot ha ve developed
in this way, then for these Sl rUClUres. a t
least, the hypothesis of evolut ion is
ruled ou t, and some other expla nation
of their origin must be sought. Charles
Darwin , the founder of the modern
theory of evolut ion, clearly recognized
this point: " If it could be demonstrated that any complex organ ex isted
which could not possibly have been
formed by numerous, successive, sligh t
modifications. my theory would absolutely break down.'"
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Figure I. The radiolarian Haeckeliana darwiniana, a o ne-celled marine
protozoan.
Although Darwin admitted that he
could not imagine t he intermediate,
transi tiona l form s leadi ng to many differelll organs, he assumed that they
might later be revealed by a deeper understanding of the orga ns' structure
and function, and he procecded 10 base
his theory on their presumed existence.
However, in the nearly one hundred
twenty years since the publication of
his book On the Origill oj Species,

practically no significant adva nce has
been made in the understanding of intermediate for ms. While evolu tionists
often spea k of changes in the size and
shape of ex isting organs, they still can
do very little but make vague suggestions about the origin of the organs
themselves .
The geneticist Richard Goldschmidt
o nce gave a list o f seventeen organs
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and syslems of organs for which he

could not even imagine the required
transitional forms. This list included
hair in mammals, feat hers in birds, the
segmented S(ructure of veneb rales,
teet h, the external skeletons and compound eyes of insects. blood circulation. and the organs of balance.' These
organs, and many others. present a
fundame ntal question: How can we
explain Ihe origin of a com plex syslem
thai depends on the action of many
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interdependent pans?

We would like 10 suggest here that
for many organs. the reason why the

required chains o f useful inlermediale
fo rms arc un imaginable is simply that
they do not cxi s!. Lei us try 10 visualize
this in malhemalical terms . The class
of all possible form s made from
organic chemicals can be thought of as
a multidimensional space in which each
point corresponds to a part icu lar form .
We propose that in this space the
potentially useful slructurcs will appear as isolated islands surrounded by
a vast ocean of disjointed form s that
could not be usefu l in any circumstances. Within these islands some freedom
of movement will exist, corresponding
to simple variations in characteristics
such as size and shape. But reaching an
island-corresponding to the evolution of a particular type of useful
organ-will require a long and accurate jump across the ocean.
These ideas are illustrated by a mechanical example. Consider the space
of all possible combinations of mechanical part s, such as shafts, levers,
and gea rs. These mechanical parts are
comparable to the molecules making
up the orga ns in the bodies of living
beings. Si nce both mechanical parts
and molecules fit together in very
limited a nd speci fic ways, a study o f
mechanical combinations should throw
some light on the nature o f organ ic
form s.
If we visualize the space of mechanica l for ms, we can see that some
regions in this space will correspond to
wri s twatches and other familiar
devices, and some regions will correspond to machines that are unfamiliar,
but that might function usefully in
some Situation. However, the space
will mostly consist of combinations of
parIS that are useful as paperweight s,
at best.
Since a machine ca n opera te
smooth ly only if many variables are
simultaneously adjusted within precise
limits, the use ful machines will occupy
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Figure 2. A simple mechanical system that shows how several variables
must interact in a precise fashion to produce a useful biological form .
isolated islands, s urrounded by an
ocean of machines that are jammed o r
broken. If we started from a point 011
the shore represcn ting a very rudimentary machine, or no machine at a ll .
then we wou ld have to leap over this
ocean in order to reach, say, a functional wristwatch . As we made this
leap, we could not obtain any guidance
by testing the relati ve usefulness of the
form s beneath, for all of them wou ld
be equally useless.
A very simple mechanical arrangement can be used to show how natural
constraints on the combination of
parts limit the class of fun ctional machines. Figure 2. depicts an arrangement of three gear wheels-Cal, (b),
and (c).-within a box. The situation
of wheel (b) ca n be partially described
by specifying its radius, r, and the x
and y coordinates of its center. If we
allow r, x, and y to vary, we obtain a
th ree-dimensional space of possi ble
co nfigu rations for this mechanical
system. This is depicted in Figure 3.
In this space there are two surfaces
shaped like inverted cones. The cone
on the left represents the constraints on
r, x, and y necessary for wheel (a) to
engage wheel (b), and the cone o n the
right represents the similar constraints
for wheels (b) and (c). (These cones
should possess a certain thickness,
representing the limits wi thin which the
gears will mesh.) The region B, where
the two cones intersect, represen ts the
island of configurat ions where (b)

meshes with both (a) and (c). Power
can be transmitted from (a) to (c) only
in Ihese configurations.
In genera l. functiona l configurations
o f part s will be represented by the intersection in a multidimensional space
of many surfaces. corres ponding to
various constraints on the combination
of the parIS. This shou ld also hold true
when the parts are the molecular components fo rming the bodies of li ving
organisms. As the number of components is increased, both the dimensionality of the s pace and the number
or constrain ing surfaces will tend to in·
crease. This can be expected to lead to
increasing isolation for the islands
representing fu nctional organs.
Since the bodies of living organisms
are very complicated, they are not as
easy to visualize as the machines in ou r
illustration. However, there are examples of organs that are simple enough
to be comparable with man -made
mechanisms. One such exampl e is
found in the one-celled bacterium
Escherichia coli (Figure 4) .
Each Escherichia coli cell possesses
severa l lo ng, curved fiber s (called
flagella) that enable it to swim . J Each
flagellum is connected alone end to a
kind o f motor built into the bacterial
cell wall, and when Ihese motors rotate
in a cerlain di rection the flagella rotale
in unison and act as propellers to drive
the bacterium forward through the
water. When the motors rotate in the
opposite direction, [he flagella separate
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Figure 3. The space o f possible confi gurations of [he wheel (b) in Figure 2.
The thin stri p B represents the configurations in which wheel (b) meshes
with bOlh (a) and (e).

and change the orient ation of the bacterium by pu lling in various ways. By
systema ti ca ll y alternating betwee n
these two modes of operation, the bacterium is able to swi m from undesirable to desirable region s of its

environment .
The motors are presently thought 10
be d riven by a flux of prOLOns flowing
into the cell . Each motor is thought to
consist o f a ri ng of sixteen protein
molecules anached to an axle and a
stationary ring of sixteen proteins built
into the cell wall,' Protons are steadily
pumped OUI of the cell by its normal

metabolic processes. As some of these
protons flow back into the cell t hrough
the pairs of rings, Ihey impart a rOlary
motion to the movable ring. Since the
motor can operate in rorward or reverse, there must be some mechanism
that adjusts the molecules in the rings
so as to reverse the direction of rOlalion.
Although the exact detai ls o f the
Escherichia coli's molecular motors
have not been worked out , we can see
that they depend on the precise and
simuh aneous adjust ment of many
variables. In the space of possible
molecular structures, the func tional
motors will represent a tiny, isolated
island. To have a continuu m of useful
forms spanning the gap between "no
motor" and "motor," we would have
to postulate useful organs that do not
runction as motors but are very similar
to motors in structure. For the selective
processes of evolutionary theory to

eventually choose a working motor,
these non-motors would have to be
progressively more useful to the bacterium the more motor-like th ey became.
Apart from th is very unlikely possibi lity, evolutionists can suggest no guiding
process that can cross the gap.
In the case of very simple organs,
such as the bacteria.! mOlor, it should
be possible to carry out a complet ely
rigorous study of the possibilities of
form. Such a study would definit ely

intercellular medium

resolve the question o f whether the in·
term ediate for ms requ ired by t he
theory or evolution do or do not ex ist.
Of course, for the highly complicated
organs o f higher plants and animals,
this kind of study may nO! be practical,
but there are still many cases where the
combinatorial logic of an o rgan
strongly suggests the impossibility of
use ful intermediate form s.
One interesting example of this impossibility is found in the st atocyst of a
certain s pecies of shrimp. ' The
statocyst is a hollow, fluid-filled sphere
buil! into the shrimp 's shell. It is lined
wit h cells bearing pressure·sensitive
hairs and contain ing a small weight.
The weight tends to sink and press
against the downward portion of the
sphere, thus enabli ng the shrim p to tell
up from down. C uriously, the weight is
a small grain of sand thaI the shrimp
picks up with it s claws and inserts into
the statocyst through a small hole in its
shell. The shrimp has to do this every
time it moults its shell.
Now, the question is this: By what
intermedia te
sl ages
did
the
arrangement of the shrimp's statocyst
come about? Both the statocyst and the
behaviora l pattern involved in picking
up the gra in of sand are qui te complex.
and neither is of any use without the
other. Even if a statocyst evolved with
a bui lt- in weight and then lost this
feature by a mu tation. the appearance
of the in sertion behavior would require
(Continued on page /0)
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Figure 4. A schematic depiction of an Escherichia coli's flagellar motor.
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a leap involving the coordination of
many variables.
At this point. let us try to find an
alternati ve explanation of how such a
leap might come about. One natural
process in which such leaps arc commonly seen is the process of human inven ti on. The product s of human
creativity, from watches to poetic
compositions, are generated with the
aid of inspirat ion , which enables one to
proceed directly to the solution of a
problem wi thout groping laboriously
th rough many fa lse attempts. In fact, it
is often the case that after experiencing
great frustration in a totally futil e trialand-error search, an inventor will see
the complete solution to his problem in
a sudden nash of insight. One example
of this is the expe rien ce of the
mathematician Carl Gauss in solving a
problem that had thwarted his effort s
for years: " I succeeded," he wrote,
" not on account of my painful efforts,
bu t by the grace of God. Like a sudden
flash o f lightning, the riddle happened
to be solved. I myself cann ot say what
. connected what I previously knew
with what made my success possible.'"
It is significant that the solut ion did
not exh ibit even a hint of a connection
wi th Gauss' s previous anempt s. Here
again we find a structure-this time a
structure of abstract thought- that is
nOl linked by an y discern ible chain of
intermediate form s 10 other. existing
structures.
If it is in the nature of biological
form and the form s of human invention to exist as isolated islands in the
sea of possible forms, then some causal
. agency must exist that can select such
form s directly. The experience of inventors indicates that this agency lies
outside the realm of human consciousness or control, and that it is
capable of acting very quick ly.
In the Bhagavad-gTrii a unified description is given of an agency that
accounts for the origin of both biological form and human creativity.
T.here it is explained that the ultimate
cause underlying the world of our perceptions is not a blind, impersonal
process, but a primordial, absolute
personality-a personality possessing
eternal form , qualities, and activities.
Thus, in the Blwgavad-gitii SrT Kr ~ l)a
declares, " I am the father of all living
entities" (Bg. 14.4), and also '" am
seated in everyone' s heart, and from
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Me come remembrance, knowledge,
and forgetfulness " (Bg. 15. 15).
Of course, evcn though intermediate
biological forms common ly do not
exist (implying some kind of absolute
informa tion or guidance that trascends
the categories of ordinary science), this
is not sufficient in it self to bring us to
the concl usion that the transcendental
source must be the Supreme Person.
However, (his hypothesis opens up
very interesting opportunities for further scient ific investigation. If the informat ion for the manifestations of
form and order in this world is existing
in a transcendental state, then this information might be directly accessible
in some way. And if the transcendental
source is indeed the Supreme Person,
as described in the BlJagavad-gTtii, then
it is reasonable to expect that a personal avenu e of approach is possible.
In fact, such an avenue does exist. It
consists of an elaborately developed
scient ifi c method for establishing a
personal relationship with the Supreme
Person. This method, called bllOktiyoga, is similar to modern science in
that it depends on clea rly specified procedures leading t o reproducible results.
It is full y empiri cal. for it is based oJ.
direct personal experience that is
alla ina ble by anyone who carries out
the procedures correctly.
On the ot her hand , bhakti-y oga differs from modern science in it s method
of acqui ring basic information. In
modern science the hypotheses to be
tested, as well as the methods for
tes ting them, are obtained in a
haphazard way from the poorly understood sources of "inspiration," or
"creative imagination." In the science
of bhakti-yoga, experimental procedures and phi los oph ical principles are
both explicitly obtai ned from the
Supreme Person.
In ot her words,
although the so urce of knowledge in
both modern science and bhakti-yoga
is the Supreme Perso n, in bllakti-yoga
this is fu ll y recognized. and thus there
is direct access to the transcendental
knowledge avai lable from this sou rce.
A good example of th is direct access is
the Bhagavad-gflii it self, which, far
from being a product of gradual
cultural evolution, was directly spoken
by SrT K~~ l)a some five thousand years
ago 011 the balllefield o f Kuruk ~etra .
It would be worthwhile for scientists
to consider this direct method of att a inin g know ledge . Even though
history has shown thai revealed knowl-

edge may become corrupted, the basic
principle is still valid, and fruitful
scientific investigation in this area
should be possible. The value of seeking such a rigorous approach is especially apparent if, as we have seen ,
therc is reason to suppose that
organi zed fo rm in both the biological
and cultural spheres must originate
from a transccndental source.
_
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understanding of consciousness that
can give us a reasonable explanation of
the most important features of our
day-ta-day existence, we will be in a
beller position to understand the origin
of the universe.
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